Built for

CREATIVE PROFESSIONALS

Explore your options.

Creative pen display
options for different
workflows and budgets.

With five models to choose from, Wacom has a Cintiq
creative pen display to suit your workflow needs.

Cintiq 27QHD

Cintiq 27QHD touch
Cintiq 22HD touch

Industrial Design

Animation

Photography

Film & Video

Cintiq 22HD

Cintiq 13HD

CINTIQ COMPARISON CHART
Cintiq 13HD

Model

Cintiq 27QHD touch

30.3" x 18.3" x 2.14"

Screen Size

13.3" diagonal

21.5" diagonal

27.0" diagonal

Aspect Ratio

16:9

16:9

16:9

2.7 lbs

18.7 lbs

19.8 lbs

HD (1920x1080)

HD (1920x1080)

QHD (2560x1440) requires DisplayPort

2.073 million

2.073 million

3.542 million

4 user-assignable

16 user-assignable

17 user-assignable (on remote)

1 Rocker Ring

2 finger-sensitive Touch Strips

1 finger-sensitive Touch Ring (on remote)

Native Resolution
Total Pixels
ExpressKeys

™

Touch Strips / Rings
Input
Color Performance

BR_DTH27QHD_15A

Cintiq 27QHD

25.5" x 15.7" x 2.2"

Weight (without stand)

www.wacom.com

Cintiq 22HD touch

14.75" x 9.75" x 0.5"

Overall Dimensions
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Cintiq 22HD

Stand
Wacom Part Number

Pen

Pen

Pen and Touch

75% Adobe® RGB

72% Adobe RGB

3-position stand
included

Adjustable stand included

DTK1300

DTK2200

DTH2200

Pen
97% Adobe RGB

Pen and Touch
(requires DisplayPort & video
card supporting 10 bit color)

Built-in stand (5º w/o legs or 20º w/ legs),
optional Cintiq Ergo Stand sold separately
DTK2700

DTH2700

TOOLS TRANSFORM, BUT ARTISTRY REMAINS
The Cintiq 27QHD creative pen displays set a new standard in color and
resolution. The most natural form of creative expression meets an advanced
interface design that re-imagines the creative workflow so you don’t have to
adapt to the tool—the tool adapts to you. Work with hands-on fluidity as you
create with a pressure-sensitive pen and multi-touch gestures directly on an
expansive, edgeless glass display.
®

ADVANCED DESIGN FOR
A TRADITIONAL CREATIVE
EXPERIENCE
The most advanced creative pen with 2048 levels of
pressure sensitivity, tilt recognition and a comfortable
ergonomic design paired with an uninterrupted 27" glass
working surface provides a seamless creative experience

INSTANT ACCESS TO SHORTCUTS
The new ExpressKey™ Remote can be positioned
anywhere on the screen for a faster, more flexible
workflow. Customize the ExpressKeys on the remote
with your favorite shortcuts, and use the Touch Ring™
to zoom, rotate or change brush sizes. Spend less
time searching for the correct shortcut and more time
getting lost in your ideas.

TRUE-TO-LIFE COLOR

THE HUMAN TOUCH

The Cintiq 27QHD’s 27" widescreen 16:9
display offers the highest resolution (of any
Cintiq (2560 x 1440). Featuring 97% Adobe
RGB, 1.07 billion colors and REC 709, this
premium color display is the ultimate tool
for color sensitive workflows.

The Cintiq 27QHD touch allows you to immerse
yourself in your work by using Multi-Touch™
gestures in applications such as Photoshop® and
Adobe® Illustrator® CC to position and navigate
your work with one hand while you create with
the pressure-sensitive pen in the other.
Shown with optional Cintiq Ergo Stand, sold separately.

COLOR PERFORMANCE

EXCEPTIONAL COMFORT

TOUCH

ACCESSORIZE

Experience limitless possibilities with 1.07 billion colors,
a full 97% Adobe RGB color gamut and REC 709 for
frame-to-frame color matching. Calibrate your display for
precision color matching with the Wacom Color Manager
Powered by X-Rite (sold separately). There’s no need for
a secondary color reference monitor.

Choose your working position and stand: Place the
Cintiq 27QHD on your desk for either a 5° slope or foldout the sturdy legs for a 20° angle; purchase the Cintiq
Ergo Stand (sold separately) for a range of positions
and angles; or mount the Cintiq 27QHD to a VESA200
compatible 3rd party articulating arm.

Immerse yourself in natural, intuitive workflow, as you
alternate between using Multi-Touch gestures (available
on the Cintiq 27QHD touch) to position and navigate
your work and the pressure-sensitive pen to precisely
sketch, paint, retouch and edit your creative work.

Choose from a variety of accessories, including
the Cintiq Ergo stand, Wacom Color Manager
Colorimeter, Wacom wireless keyboard or alternate
pens such as the Art Pen, Grip Pen or Classic Pen,
as well as pen nibs and other replacement parts.

BEYOND HIGH DEFINITION

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

TRUE VALUE

MAC OR PC

Create rich-detailed large-scale work – naturally, intuitively
and directly on screen with this 27" QHD (2560 x 1440)
seamless edge-to-edge glass display with an extra-wide
viewing angle and a 16:9 aspect ratio.

The new ExpressKey™ Remote puts shortcuts and
modifiers right at your fingertips. It magnetically attaches
to either side of the screen or can be positioned freely
around the screen. When combined with on-screen
controls, radial menus and the Touch Ring, it offers
many customizable application-specific shortcuts.

The Cintiq 27QHD displays combine two powerful
tools in one – an extra-large, professional pen
tablet and an ultra-high-definition, color-accurate
graphics monitor.

Compatible with both Mac and PC , the Cintiq 27QHD
requires AC power, video (DisplayPort, HDMI) and a
USB connection to your laptop or desktop computer.
Minimum system requirements: Windows®7 or later;
Mac OS® X 10.8+.

WORKING UNDER PRESSURE

CUSTOM CONTROL

CONFIDENCE

APPLICATION COMPATIBLE

Featuring 2048 degrees of pressure sensitivity and pen
tilt, you can dynamically adjust the exposure, brush size
and line weight by simply varying the pressure of the pen
on the screen or changing the angle of your brushstroke.
You’ll feel just like you’re working with a traditional
paintbrush, marker, pen or pencil.

The Wacom Pro Pen has customizable side
switches that allow you to program common
functions into the pen itself.

With Wacom’s 30+ years of experience as the
industry’s leader in pen tablets and interactive
pen displays, and a knowledgeable Customer
Care team, you can have confidence in your
purchase decision.

The special functionality of the Cintiq works with all
of your favorite creative applications from companies
, as well as any
such as Adobe, Autodesk®, Corel™
other software on the market.

